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About This Game

"Rogue Port - Blue Nightmare" is a modern action-based RPG and sequel to "Rogue Port - Red Nightmare" a turn-based
modern RPG.

Features Include :

- Full Controller Support.

- Learn New and Valuable Skills and Grow in Power as your Player Level Progresses.

- Find Useful Items that can Help your Player Character Reach New Places and Unexplored Areas.

- Secret Chest Revealed After Defeating Every Enemy on a Single Map.

- Day and Night Calendar Time System with Dynamic Tinting for Exterior Cells.

- Dynamic Music System for Select Maps.

- Play a Bass Guitar, Song of Inversion and Explore the Inverted Realm.

- Horizontally Inverted Exterior Maps Featured from "Rogue Port - Red Nightmare".
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- Playable Archery Mini Game with Varying Courses and Rewards.

- Integrated Unlockable Features between both "Rogue Port - Red Nightmare" and "Rogue Port - Blue Nightmare".

- Over 300 Maps and 5 Boss Filled Dungeons to Explore with Hidden Treasures.
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Title: Rogue Port - Blue Nightmare
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sunight Games
Publisher:
Sunight Games
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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rogue port - blue nightmare

It's an OK+ TD game. By far as enjoyable as the best TD games out there, but it was fun too waste a couple of hours on. It
seperates itself from other cheap TD games, that some of the maps is actually quite difficult - and that is good. Too many cheap
TD games are way too easy and just a walk in the park - and this was not. However it was not super challenging and it doesn't
have the little extra to make it a good game.. I think this game has more potential than people are giving credit.

The atmosphere is pretty good. I like the ambient sounds. I made a video of how it runs on my pc with specs told in the video.
This game dose need work. but, its a good start. its cheap, give it a try. dev please keep updating and fix the issues.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NiRmnCScBds. IMPORTANT NEWS:

Arrow keys work again! Change driving controls from WASD to Arrows in the Game Options! (So glad to be playing this game
again).
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realistic and need to add pro controls. The only mission in this game where every NPC is hostile and it happens to take place in
America.

Pretty accurate.. At first, I was excited about a puzzle game with RPG elements (I love RPGs), but it really doesn't add anything
to a puzzle game, at least not this one. I played Puzzle Quest and a couple of other similar games that had a better RPG system
than this game. Bejeweled is better than this thing.. This game series has so much potential, but how it is setup is horrible and no
fun at all. The interface screen is horrible. You can't do anything without a window popping up in your way. The tutorial is
horrible with once again windows popping up in your way. Screw this mess. Go play Cities Skylines. You will get a lot of fun
out of that game instead of wasting money on this crap. 1\/10.. As a fan of action platformers, I wanted to like Blade Kitten, but
the auto-jump mechanics and camera jerking gave me serious motion sickness, which doesn't happen often. Others have
reported the same.

All in all, this game has a cool art style and interesting lore from the comic, but it's not enjoyable to play. I paid $0.74 for this
game on sale, but can't recommend it at any price.. This is the first game of a 7 year old, to be able to release it and make it
available to the world, that was unthinkable when I was 7. For that small price it is worth supporting. The Game itself is basic
(pun intended), short fun.
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OVERWHELM is a creepy, intense, fluid platformer. It has some sparse story elements with a focus on fear, exploration, and
boss battles. The odds are stacked against you, but you are more than capable of defeating the horde and bosses.

Fullscreen doesn't work, so I've had to play in windowed mode. Besides this bug and the unreliabilty of the camera to focus on
the player, this is a solid indie game. Expect about 2-3 hours of gameplay, which is more than enough content for this price
point. (I bought on sale for $8 USD).

80/100 OVERALL. I'm the first reviewer, wow :))
Well, this is Psychonauts music, so if you liked the game and wanna get nostalgic then buy both soundtracks and just dwelve in.
Might aswell lay on your back and close your eyes for a good therapy session.
And hey, Tim, maybe Psychonauts 2 will have a NewGame+ mode, eh? And more than three save slots :D. A bad game as the
title implies. Don't bother.. Meeeh, for some people it would be a fun mechanic that you can drive the trucks yourself, but i dont
like it. I just like to build a bridges, not the driving.. Superb like everything else with this game.. Hillarious game to play with
friends who have innapropriate minds like the kids at school.. I am very happy to be paying for this new expansion pack. The
developpers fully deserve it for all the hard work theyve put into the game.

Game not yet working with mods (♥♥♥♥♥ wood etc) but I have no doubt patches will fix all this.

Love the new architecture

Cons
The language the civs speak is still kinda shoddy in places but this is coming from a professional linguist and doesnt remove
from the enjoyment of the game.. This game is a really sweet experience. Don't purchase expecting to matchmake against others
online as it is generally hard to find a game. I do highly recommend getting some friends together and giving the game a shot!
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